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Abstract
Aiming at the requirement of the high precision rolled piece plastic coefficient in the hot rolling process, this paper puts forward an
on-line calculation method for the plastic coefficient. Based on the rolling mechanism model and fitting the plastic curve by the
quadratic curve, the paper is to solve the tangency at the rolling pressure point, which is the plastic coefficient. The plastic coefficient
calculation method exploited in the paper could be embedded in the basic automation directly before the calculation of the automatic
gauge control (AGC) regulation quantity. According to the changes of the rolling force and the roll gap, the method can make the
correction computation on the plastic coefficient, so as to improve the thickness compensation accuracy of the AGC system.
Keywords: hot rolling, plastic coefficient, quadratic curve, AGC

and send to basic automation as AGC control parameter
before biting rolled piece [8-11].
In mill spring and plastic curve diagram, the average
plastic coefficient is compared with actual plastic
coefficient, as shown in Figure 1. The intersection point of
the plastic curve and the coordinate axis h corresponds to
the entry thickness of rolled pieces. The intersection point
of plastic curve and elastic curve corresponds to the exit
thickness of rolled pieces. The tangent slope of the point
on the plastic curve is actual plastic coefficient. During the
rolling process, the shape of plastic curve will change
because of the plate width fluctuation, the uneven
temperature of longitudinal direction, and other
conditions. So the exit thickness and plastic coefficient is
constantly changing. This is the reason for on-line
calculation of plastic coefficient. Average plastic
coefficient is directly calculated using the average entry
thickness, exit thickness and average rolling force. There
are following drawbacks in adopting the method of
average calculation.

1 Introduction
At present, the hot rolling mills generally adopt the
automatic AGC. The common AGC control models are the
gauge meter AGC control model and the dynamic setting
AGC model [1-4], the forms of these models are shown as
Equations (1) and (2):
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where, M is the mill stiffness, Q is the rolled piece plastic
coefficient, ΔSk-1 is the roll gap control quantity at the last
time.
In the AGC control model, the mill stiffness M and the
rolled piece plastic coefficient Q are the key parameters
and they directly affect the rolled piece thickness
compensation accuracy. Through the spring curve
obtained during the stiffness test, the mill stiffness based
on strip width compensation gets the accurate calculation.
The plastic coefficient Q is defined as the needed rolling
force when the rolled pieces come up with the unit
transformation [5-7], that is:
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where, Q is the parameter to reflect the rolled pieces’
mechanical properties in rolling process. In the present
AGC system, the plastic coefficient calculation is mainly
accomplished by the process computers. According to the
rolling schedule, it needs to calculate out an approximate
plastic coefficient by the equation P/(H-h) as the each pass,
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H – entry thickness, h – exit thickness, S0 – roll gap, ΔS – mill spring
FIGURE 1 The comparison of average plastic coefficient and real value
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The error of the approximate calculation is large,
namely the difference between the tangency of actual
rolling pressure point and the average slope is large.
During the rolling process, because the rolled piece is
affected by the temperature difference between the head
and the tail, the watermark and other factors, the plate
thickness fluctuation directly affects the actual value of the
plastic coefficient. So it will cause the system thickness
control to be inaccurate in using a fixed average plastic
coefficient to conduct AGC model calculation.
The calculation of average plastic coefficient is often
done by process computer, so the control functions of
automation system depend on the process computer. When
the process computer is down, the accuracy of thickness
control will be lower.

The actual exit thickness of rolled pieces can be
calculated according to date from the production site, as
shown in Equation (7).

hact  gapact  ( Pact  Pzero ) / M  W ,

where, hact is the rolled pieces’ actual thickness in the
rolling process, gapact is the actual gap; Pact is the actual
rolling force.
The plastic curve reflects the relationships between
rolled pieces’ thickness and rolling force. In order to use
conic to fit plastic curve, we need to solve out the key
points in the plastic curve. There are two known key
points: (H, 0), and (hact , Pact).
Suppose that in the rolling process, the strain is  ,
according to Equation (4), we can get the rolling force
P( ) when strain is  (0<  <1). The ratio of P( ) to

2 Model building

P( ) is shown as following formula:

According to the calculation and application of plasticity
coefficient, this article proposes a calculation method
using a quadratic curve fitting plastic curve, so that the
tangent slope at the pressure position can be easily solved.
The method for solving the plastic coefficient does not
depend on the process computer, it can be directly
embedded in the basic automation and calculated in each
PLC cycle time. With the rolling processing, according to
the change of the rolling force and roll gap, the plasticity
coefficient continues to be modified. Thereby, the
compensation precision of thickness control system is
improved.
The force calculation equation in hot rolling process
adopts the SIMS equation [12, 13]:
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small, they can be ignored. The Equation (8) can be
simplified as followed:
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Strain  is represented by entry and exit thickness.
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Under the strain  and  , the ratio of rolling
reduction, resistance to deformation and contact arc length
can be expressed as:
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where, T=(tº+273)/1000, ε is the strain, ε is the strain rate,
and a0~a4 are the regression coefficients corresponding to
different steel grade.
The hot rolling process is generally multi-passes
rolling. For the first pass, the entry thickness is the slab
thickness and for other passes, it adopts the Equation (6)
to calculate the entry thickness:

H  gapavg  ( Pavg  Pzero ) / M  W ,

(8)

In the rolling process, the changes of deformation zone
shape influence function Q p and rolled piece width B is

where, σ is the resistance to deformation, QP is the shape
influence function in the deformation zone, lC is the
contacted arc length considering of the elastic flattening, B
is the rolled piece’s width.
The resistance to deformation model is defined in the
following equation:

  a0  exp( a1  a2T )   a3  ε a4 ,
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Substituting the Equations (12) and (13) into Equation
(9) and we get:

where, gapavg is the average gap of the last pass, Pavg is the
average rolling force of the last pass, Pzero is the zero point
of rolling force, M is the mill stiffness considering the
compensation of the roll size and the rolled pieces’ width,
W is other thickness influence items.
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In the place of strain  , the rolling pressure is:


e  1 
P( )  P( ) a3 a 4 / e ( 1) 

e  1 


control algorithm. When plate exiting thickness is obtained
based on the roll gap and the rolling force, compared with
set thickness to obtain thickness deviation. Then the plastic
coefficient and mill stiffness are sent to the AGC control
model to obtain the compensation value of the hydraulic
system, and achieve high-precision thickness control.

1 a4
2

.

(15)

It follows from Equation (15) that when  takes
different values, we can get P( ) by P( ) which means

h0

that we have got other key points ( h( ) , P( ) ) needed
by fitting curve, that is:
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FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram of system for thickness control

In order to get the third key point needed by conic
fitting, this paper adopts   0.5 , then gets ( h(0.5 ) ,

3 Calculation process

P(0.5 ) ). Fitting the plastic curve of three points as
follows: (H, 0), ( h(0.5 ) , P(0.5 ) ), (hact , Pact).
Suppose the conic shape is shown as follow:

y  b0  b1x  b2 x 2 .

The rolling force is constantly changing because of the
fluctuations of the plate width, the rolling temperature and
other factors during the rolling process. So the mill spring
is constantly changing meanwhile. For this reason, the exit
thickness of rolled pieces deviates from the set value. After
the rolling mill gauge control model is put, the thickness
correction is calculated based on the real-time
measurement of the thickness changes, and then the
compensation of the thickness fluctuation is implemented
by adjusting the roll gap. The typical tendency of rolling
force and roll gap is shown in Figure 3 in the rolling
process.

(16)

Substitute (H, 0), ( hact , Pact ) and ( h(0.5 ) , P(0.5 ) )
to the above formula, then we can get b0, b1 and b2, as
shown below:

Pact (h(0.5 )  H )  P(0.5 )(hact  H )
(h(0.5 )  H )(hact  H )(hact  h(0.5 ))

Pact
b1 
 b2 (hact  H )
hact  H

18.0
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.
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rolling force

17.5

50000

Rolling Force/kN

b0  b1 H  b2 H 2
The plastic coefficient is the tangency of the conic in
actual rolling pressure point ( hact , Pact ), that is:
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In Equation (17), the coefficients b0, b1 and b2 of
plasticity coefficient calculation need only to be related to
plate thickness, rolling force, strain, and the deformation
resistance coefficient a3, a4. The equations are simple in
structure, but also the derived model based on the rolling
mechanism is consistent with the definition of plasticity
coefficient, without loss of computational accuracy.
The given above equation of plastic coefficient is
simple and stable, it is easy to embed in the basic automatic
system, and can achieve the fast and high-precision plastic
coefficient calculation. Automation system for thickness
control diagram is shown in Figure 2. Plastic coefficient
on-line calculation module embedded before thickness

2

4

6

8

Rolling Period/s

FIGURE 3 The rolling force and roll gap change tendency

To achieve accurate compensation for thickness
fluctuations of rolled pieces, actual plastic coefficient must
be calculated on the basis of actual rolling force and actual
exit thickness. That is, the plastic coefficient of on-line
calculation can maximally meet the requirements to
eliminate thickness deviation.
Based on the above deduction of plastic coefficient
calculation formula, we can get the following plastic
coefficient’s computational processes.
Step 1. Select deformation resistance model and force
calculation equation. The calculation method of plastic
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TABLE 1 Rolling process parameters

coefficient is derived based on the deformation resistance
Equation (5) in the paper.
Step 2. Confirm the regression coefficients of
deformation resistance corresponding to different steel
grades by primary data input.
Step 3. Get the current pass rolled pieces’ entry
thickness. If the current rolling pass is the first pass, the
entry thickness is slab thickness; otherwise the entry
thickness is the exiting thickness of preceding pass.
Step 4. Making use of displacement and pressure
sensor installed on the mill, measure the gap changes and
rolling pressure in the rolling process and calculate rolled
pieces’ actual exit thickness.
Step 5. Make sure two known key points (H, 0) and
(hact, Pact) in the plastic curve, and deduce the third key
point based on the rolling force formula.
Step 6. Bring the three known point coordinates to the
quadratic curve equation, and use the conic to fit plastic
curve and solve the equation’s coefficients b0, b1 and b2.
Step 7. In the fitting curve we have calculated the
actual rolling pressure point (the actual exist thickness and
actual rolling force), that is the tangency at (hact , Pact) and
then we can get the plastic coefficient.
Step 8. Put the actual plastic coefficient into thickness
control model, calculate the compensation value of the roll
gap, and execute this value by the control system to
achieve the thickness compensation.
The calculation process diagram of plastic coefficient
is shown in Figure 4.

Category
Roller length
Work roll diameter
Steel grade
Slab thickness
Slab width
Slab length
Entry thickness
Exit thickness
Rolled piece width
Average temperature
Average speed
Average rolling force
Zero point force
Mill stiffness

Value
3000 mm
950 mm
Q345
230 mm
1550 mm
2750 mm
27.1 mm
25.0 mm
2200 mm
915 ℃
60 rpm
11856 kN
20000 kN
7200 kN/mm

The on-line calculation result is shown as Figure 5
during the last rolling pass. From the figure we can see
plastic coefficient changes constantly in the rolling
process. The calculated plastic coefficient is less than the
average value, so the thickness accuracy will be reduced
by using average plastic coefficient in control system.
Since the average plastic coefficient is calculated by
process computer, the plate prediction thickness is poor,
and the difference between real plastic coefficient and
average plastic coefficient is bigger.
7000

Plastic coefficient/kN·mm

-1

average plastic coefficient

Start
First pass: entry thickness is slab thickness
Others pass: calculate the entry thickness
Obtain actual roll gap and force

6000

5000

4000

calculated plastic coefficient

3000

Calculate actual exit thickness

0

1
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5

6

7

8
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FIGURE 5 Schematic diagram of plastic coefficient change

Confirm the key points of plastic curve

The variation of calculated plastic coefficient shows
the fluctuation of plate thickness, width, and temperature
in the rolling process, the fluctuation results illustrate the
change in plate plasticity, and reflected by plastic
coefficient. The plate’s head and tail temperature is lower
than middle temperature, therefore the head and tail’s
plastic coefficient is bigger than middle position. The
calculation result also reflects this changing process.

fit plastic curve by the quadratic curve
Solve the tangency of the conicin actual
pressure point
Get plastic coefficient of rolled piece
End

5 Conclusions

FIGURE 4 Calculation diagram of plastic coefficient

1) The plastic coefficient on-line calculation model is
derived based on the rolling mechanism model, and the
calculation formula is not influenced by the production
site’s complex factors. The result is stable and is easy to
embed in the automatic system of hot rolling. The
calculation results of plastic coefficient can be directly
transferred to the thickness control algorithm and applied
to high-precision AGC control system.

4 Result analysis
Use the above formula to calculate the plastic coefficient
with Q345 and 25 mm thickness plate during the last
rolling pass, and verify the accuracy of the plastic
coefficient calculation formula. The details of rolling
parameters are shown in Table 1.
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3) The plastic coefficient got by the paper’s calculation
is the tangency of the actual rolling pressure point in the
plastic curve. It exactly matches the plastic coefficient’s
definition, and the computational accuracy is higher than
traditional method. Compared to the traditional method to
solve plastic coefficient mean, its solving accuracy is
increased by more than 6%, and the coefficient is more
suitable for high-precision thickness control system.

2) Based on determining the key points of plastic curve,
the method that using quadratic curve instead of plastic
curve is developed in the paper, and then the plastic
coefficient is solved. The calculation formula of plastic
coefficient is simple and fast in calculation speed. If more
precision plastic coefficient is needed, the above formula
can be adopted to determine the more critical point on the
plastic curve, and use high-order curve fitting plastic
curve.
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